


BestFit Mobile 

Engage customers, personalize the shopping 
experience, and measure brick-and-mortar store 
environments with solutions from BestFit Mobile, a 
Software Paradigms International company. BestFit 
Mobile prepares retailers with the resources they 
need to leverage a digital platform.  

Visit booth 437 to learn more.  



Cisco  

Take the customer journey and experience the power  
of Cisco* integrated digital retail solutions. See how  
you can enrich shopper satisfaction, enhance workforce 
productivity, streamline omnichannel delivery, secure 
data and stores, and provide actionable insights through 
retail analytics. Join our BIG !deas sessions, where you’ll 
hear stories of consumer engagement, increased 
revenue, and business transformation.  

Visit booth 2052 to learn more.  



Cloudera* Enterprise Solution  

Cloudera* Enterprise is the data platform for modern retail, 
enabling a 360-degree customer view and efficient distribution 
while driving personalization, loyalty, merchandising, and lean 
operations. Analytics is transforming retail by offering the first 
longitudinal view of the customer, channel, schematic, and 
supply chain, in addition to enabling advanced fraud 
prevention and compliance.  

Featured in the Intel booth.  



HP* RP9 Retail System 
 
Deliver a stylish and engaging experience to your 
customers with this modern, versatile solution.  
The HP* RP9 Retail System is an All-in-One that 
combines powerhouse performance with  
reliable engineering. 

Visit booth 2943 to learn more.  



HP* MX10 Retail Solution 

Meet your customers anywhere with the HP* MX10 
Retail Solution. This convertible solution combines the 
advantages of mobile and traditional point of sale in a 
single product. 

Visit booth 2943 to learn more.  



HP* Mobile Payment Solution 
 
The HP* Pro Tablet Mobile Payment Solution pairs 
with the Verifone* e355 mPOS terminal to create a 
flexible mPOS solution that enables merchants to 
connect their sales channels, enhance security, and 
deliver digital commerce right to the customer. 

Visit booth 2943 to learn more.  



Microsoft* Solutions 
 
To thrive in today’s multichannel environment, retailers 
must embrace a digital transformation. Microsoft* 
solutions enable retailers to combine the best digital 
and in-store components to deliver personal, seamless, 
and differentiated customer experiences. Empower your 
retail workforce, embrace customer centricity, and 
accelerate innovation and future growth through a 
modern store platform from Microsoft. 

 
Visit booth 2803 to learn more.  



NCR* RealPOS Assisted Service Hardware  

In the digital age, the in-store experience is more 
important than ever, and that includes the checkout—
your last chance to make a lasting positive impression. 
Visit NCR to see some exciting new innovations in store 
technology, featuring the NCR* RealPOS XR8, powered 
by 6th gen Intel® Core™ processors, and the NCR 
RealPOS* XR5, and see why we are proud to have 
reinvented the POS. No matter your retail needs, you 
can depend on NCR. 

Visit booth 3105 to learn more.  



NCR FastLane SelfServ* Hardware  

Self-checkout isn’t just for grocery retailers anymore. 
Customers are increasingly expecting self-service 
options everywhere they shop. Make checkout faster, 
easier, and more convenient for your shoppers with 
NCR’s latest innovation in self-checkout technology—
the all-new NCR FastLane SelfServ* Release 6. And if a 
small tech footprint is what you need, come learn about 
the NCR SelfServ* 90 and NCR SelfServ* XK7 kiosks.  
No matter your retail needs, you can depend on NCR. 

Visit booth 3105 to learn more.  



Oracle* Retail Solutions  

Consumers are asking for a shopping experience allowing purchases 
when and where they want, using a mix of devices, websites, and 
stores. Retailers are responding by erasing lines between channels, 
targeting offers, and making inventory readily available at the right 
time and place.  

Oracle provides retailers with a complete, open, and integrated suite 
of business applications, server options, and storage solutions 
engineered to work together to optimize every aspect of business.  

Visit booth 2521 to learn more.  



Oracle* Retail Release 15  

Oracle* Retail Release 15 delivers new functionality that improves 
productivity and exception management in the mobile platform, 
streamlines the complex retail invoicing management process, 
simplifies large order maintenance, and improves category-level 
accuracy. Oracle* Retail Release 15 will enable retailers to improve 
productivity across all channels.  

Visit booth 2521 to learn more.  



Oracle* Retail Xstore Point of Service 

The next-generation Oracle* Retail Xstore Point of Service and 
Oracle* MICROS Workstation for Retail include hardware, software, 
and peripherals in a holistic, new end-to-end point-of-service 
offering that is pre-built and tested to support commerce 
anywhere while improving store experiences.  

Visit booth 2521 to learn more.  



PAR EverServ* 8000 Series POS Terminal  

The new PAR EverServ* 8000 Series POS terminal was  
co-engineered with Intel to maximize power and 
performance as part of the Braswell/Skylake Early Adopter 
Program. PAR’s sophisticated platform is customizable, 
allowing multiple configurations to enhance customer 
engagement, and offers a futureproof design through the 
use of unique expansion pods, bringing you all the flexibility 
and connectivity you need to run your business!  

Featured in the Intel booth.  



PAR* Tablet  

Mobility designed for hospitality! Whether you are 
looking to extend your POS solution, enhance 
customer experiences, or improve operational 
efficiency, the PAR* Tablet is the ideal fit. This tablet 
enables mobility with the durability and elegance your 
environment demands. Now available in 5”, 8”, and 
10” form factors.  

Featured in the Intel booth.  



PAR SureCheck* Advantage IoT Mobile Solution  

Protect your customers and your brand! The PAR SureCheck* 
Advantage is an IoT mobile solution designed for food quality and 
task management. Featuring the latest Intel® architecture, it allows for 
integration of multiple functions in an All-in-One device. Plus,  
PAR SureCheck* software eases HACCP management and inspection 
programs through intelligent checklists while dramatically lowering 
the potential for human error, reducing labor costs and giving you 
peace of mind as you provide the best customer experience.  

Featured in the Intel booth.  



SAS* for Retail  

Serving customers at more than 75,000 sites in 140 countries, SAS 
brings predictive analytical solutions to the forefront to give you the 
strongest competitive edge in today’s omnichannel world. SAS’ vision 
is to help you solve your toughest problems and deliver a personalized 
and seamless shopping experience to your always-connected, 
empowered customers. SAS gives retailers THE POWER TO KNOW*. 

Visit booth 2743 to learn more.  



Verifone* e355 POS Device  

Verifone and Aava Mobile have partnered to offer the Verifone* 
e355 POS device, a flexible, long-lasting, EMV-ready mPOS solution 
for enterprise retailers. This solution is based on Verifone’s device 
and OS-agnostic mPOS terminal with Aava Mobile’s rugged 
handheld tablet PC powered by the Intel® Atom™ processor.  
 
Verifone, the leading payment solutions provider, is committed to 
carrying retailers into the future with PCI 3.0 compliance, NFC 
support, end-to-end encryption and tokenization, and EMV  
chip-and-PIN payments.  

Visit booth 3343 to learn more.  
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